Anti-Gravity Pressure Reduction Mattresses
Luminous & Multi-Luminous
Memory Foam Pressure Reduction Mattresses
For the most sensitive patient situations in Long Term Care and Acute Care facilities,
Made Rite’s technicians have crafted the utmost in a premium, anti-gravity pressure
reduction mattress.
To help combat the most common problem in healthcare – bedsores or decubitus ulcers
- we have combined three key technology advantages. This unique combination adds
up to a “whole” mattress that far exceeds the sum of its parts!
1. Memory Foam – A top layer of high-density, self-molding Visco Elastic
Memory Foam envelops and supports the body – distributing weight
evenly and equalizing the pressure over the entire surface. Our slowrecovery memory foam has a breathable open cell structure that is
resistant to the build-up of body heat, making it the ultimate therapeutic
foam mattress for patients with or at high risk of developing decubitis
ulcers.
2. Stretchable Recovery Ticking – Why have a therapeutic foam interior
and a covering that doesn’t “give” with the patient? Our stretchable
urethane fabric protects against fluids while it contours around the
patient’s body. This allows the patient to sink into the memory foam
with little or no resistance or shearing.
3. Perimeter Rails – The Made Rite Luminous Mattresses feature
additional ultra-firm foam on the perimeter. This gives extra support for
patient stability and confidence, especially during patient transfers. It’s
also a safety consideration for both patient and employees.
The top of the line Multi-Luminous Memory Foam Pressure Reduction Mattress
combines the memory foam on the surface layers and a 4” thick base of high density,
high resiliency foam for long-lasting durability. Unlike so many air mattresses on the
market these days, Made Rite’s Multi-Luminous model requires no special equipment,
pumps or motors. And it’s backed by the industry’s best warranty: 10-Year NonProrated!
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The Luminous Memory Foam Pressure Reduction Mattress allows advanced air flow to
the surface to effectively reduce bed sores. The top layer of memory foam has been
convoluted and provides optimal patient comfort by further reducing stress on pressure
points. The bottom layer consists of high-density foam that offers enhanced stability
and support.
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According to federal law, in most situations there is no medically valid reason for a
pressure ulcer to progress to a Stage IV situation. As you know, prevention techniques
include frequent turning, increased nutrition, cleaning the wounds and removing all
pressure from the involved areas to prevent further decay.

Today’s new guidelines require a perfect fit to avoid “entrapment” within the side and
rails of the beds. Bring your mattresses into compliance by matching the “fit” of the
mattress and the bed with Made Rite’s “Special Width” model.

Both the Luminous and Multi-Luminous Memory Foam Mattresses are covered with
stretchable urethane fabric to protect against fluids while complementing the memory
foam beneath.

For more information or to place an order, call your Made Rite Representative or…..
Call Toll Free: 1-800/365-7483

